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Guidance for New Year & *Renewing the Creative Fire* 
       

*Winter* Solstice ~ initiates the new solar year and welcomes the Return of the Light . Things 
appear dormant on the surface, however, much life is developing beneath the surface ~ in preparation 
for Spring. This time, between December & March, is about your Truth & Purpose on the deepest 
levels and creating space to move from that heart-centered SoulSelf ~ out in to the world to be a 
useful & dynamic participant in Life. This is the time of year to set your intentions for what you want 
to create, within your own Being, as well as within your own community. It's time to strategize about 
the future, determine the first step and begin expanding or building on what is solid & worthy. It's 
time of quiet contemplation, a gathering of resources, a time of nourishing & replenishing Self, in 
preparation for future forward movement, as well as new power & opportunities. 

• 1 ~ RECEIVE NURTURANCE / Replenish & Fortify Self ~ADVENTURE~ 
• 2 ~ RESPOND / Feel & Choose Action from Heart-Center ~TRAVELING~ 
• 3 ~ BE WILD / Honor Your True Nature ~REBIRTH~ 
• 4 ~ BEGIN / Commit to One Step/Action ~SHARING~ 
• 5 ~ PROTECT YOUR TIME/Maintain Healthy Boundaries ~ORDINARINESS~ 
• 6 ~ STAY WITH IT / Be Consistent & Dedicated ~TRUST~ 
• 7 ~ PROTECT YOUR CREATIVE LIFE/It's Your Responsibility~PATIENCE~ 
• 8 ~ CRAFT YOUR REAL WORK / Go Deeper & Specialize ~PLAYFULNESS~ 
• 9 ~ LAY OUT NOURISHMENT FOR THE CREATIVE LIFE /         

o                             Contain, Nourish, Protect & Maintain ~POSSIBILITIES~ 
• 10 ~ ADD'L INSIGHT / ~The FOOL~ 
• 11 ~ ABOVE ~ Inner/Internal/Personal/Self/Private ~The REBEL~ 
• 12 ~ BELOW ~ Outer/External/Worldly/Others/Public ~CELEBRATION~ 
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1 ~ RECEIVE NURTURANCE ...  *Replenish & Fortify Self*  
        

 

      

~ RAINBOW ~ Page ~ ADVENTURE ~ 
       

When we are truly in a spirit of adventure, we are moving just like this child. Full of 
trust, out of the darkness of the forest into the rainbow of the light, we go step by 
step, drawn by our sense of wonder into the unknown. Adventure really has nothing 
to do with plans and maps and programs and organization. The Page of Rainbows 
represents a quality that can come to us anywhere - at home or in the office, in the 
wilderness or in the city, in a creative project or in our relationships with others. 
Whenever we move into the new and unknown with the trusting spirit of a child, 
innocent and open and vulnerable, even the smallest things of life can become the 
greatest adventures. 

          
 

2 ~ RESPOND ...  *Feel & Choose Action from Heart-Center*  
        

           

~ FIRE ~ 8 ~ TRAVELING ~ 
       

The tiny figure moving on the path through this beautiful landscape is not concerned 
about the goal. He or she knows that the journey is the goal, the pilgrimage itself is 
the sacred place. Each step on the path is important in itself. When this card appears 
in a reading, it indicates a time of movement and change. It may be a physical 
movement from one place to the next, or an inner movement from one way of being 
to another. But whatever the case, this card promises that the going will be easy and 
will bring a sense of adventure and growth; there is no need to struggle or plan too 
much. The Traveling card also reminds us to accept and embrace the new, just as 
when we travel to another country with a different culture and environment than the 
one we are accustomed to. This attitude of openness and acceptance invites new 
friends and experiences into our lives.  

               
 

3 ~ BE  WILD ...  *Honor Your Nature*  
        

 

       

~ CLOUDS ~ 10 ~ REBIRTH ~ 
       

This card depicts the evolution of consciousness as it is described by Friedrich 
Nietzsche in his book, Thus Spake Zarathustra. He speaks of the three levels of 
Camel, Lion and Child. The camel is sleepy, dull, self-satisfied. He lives in delusion, 
thinking he's a mountain peak, but really he is so concerned with others' opinions 
that he hardly has any energy of his own. Emerging from the camel is the lion. When 
we realize we've been missing life, we start saying no to the demands of others. We 
move out of the crowd, alone and proud, roaring our truth. But this is not the end. 
Finally the child emerges, neither acquiescent nor rebellious, but innocent and 
spontaneous and true to his own being. Whatever the space you're in right now--
sleepy and depressed, or roaring and rebellious--be aware that it will evolve into 
something new if you allow it. It is a time of growth and change. 
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4 ~ BEGIN ...  *Commit to One Step/Action*  
               

~ FIRE ~ Queen ~ SHARING ~ 
       

The Queen of Fire is so rich, so much a queen, that she can afford to give. It doesn't 
even occur to her to take inventories or to put something aside for later. She 
dispenses her treasures without limits, welcoming all and sundry to partake of the 
abundance, fertility and light that surrounds her. When you draw this card, it 
suggests that you too are in a situation where you have an opportunity to share your 
love, your joy and your laughter. And in sharing, you find that you feel even more 
full. There is no need to go anywhere or to make any special effort. You find that 
you can enjoy sensuality without possessiveness or attachment, can give birth to a 
child or to a new project with an equal sense of creativity fulfilled. Everything 
around you seems to be "coming together" now. Enjoy it, ground yourself in it, and  
let the abundance in you and around you overflow.  
              

 
5 ~ PROTECT YOUR TIME ...  *Maintain Healthy Boundaries*  
        

 

      

~ RAINBOW ~ 8 ~ ORDINARINESS ~ 
       

This figure walking in nature shows us that beauty can be found in the simple, 
ordinary things of life. We so easily take this beautiful world we live in for granted. 
Cleaning the house, tending the garden, cooking a meal--the most mundane tasks 
take on a sacred quality when they are performed with your total involvement, with 
love, and for their own sake, without thought of recognition or reward. You are 
facing a time now when this easy, natural and utterly ordinary approach to the 
situations you encounter will bring far better results than any attempt on your part to 
be brilliant, clever, or otherwise extra-ordinary. Forget all about making headlines 
by inventing the latest widget, or dazzling your friends and colleagues with your 
unique star quality. The special gift you have to offer now is presented best by just 
taking things easily and simply, one step at a time. 

             
 

6 ~ STAY WITH IT ...  *Be Consistent & Dedicated*  
        

      

~ WATER ~ Knight ~ TRUST ~ 
       

Now is the moment to be a bungee jumper without the cord! And it is this quality of 
absolute trust, with no reservations or secret safety nets, that the Knight of Water 
demands from us. There is a tremendous sense of exhilaration if we can take the 
jump and move in to the unknown, even if the idea scares us to death. And when we 
really take trust to the level of the quantum leap, we don't make any elaborate plans 
or preparations. We don't say, "Okay, I trust that I know what to do now, and I'll 
settle my things and pack my suitcase and take it with me." No, we just jump, with 
hardly a thought for what happens next. The leap is the thing, and thrill of it as we 
free-fall through the empty sky. The card gives a hint here, though, about what waits 
for us at the other end - a soft, welcoming, yummy pink, rose petals, juicy ... c'mon!  
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7 ~ PROTECT YOUR CREATIVE LIFE ...  *It's Your Responsibility*  
       

 

           

~ RAINBOW ~ 7 ~ PATIENCE ~ 
       

There are times when the only thing to do is to wait. The seed has been planted, the 
child is growing in the womb, the oyster is coating the grain of sand and making it 
into a pearl. This card reminds us that now is a time when all that is required is to be 
simply alert, patient, waiting. The woman pictured here is in just such an attitude. 
Contented, with no trace of anxiety, she is simply waiting. Through all the phases of 
the moon passing overhead she remains patient, so in tune with the rhythms of the 
moon that she has almost become one with it. She knows it is a time to be passive, 
letting nature take its course. But she is neither sleepy nor indifferent; she knows it is 
time to be ready for something momentous. It is a time full of mystery, like the 
hours just before the dawn. It is a time when the only thing to do is to wait. 

        
       

 
8 ~ CRAFT YOUR REAL WORK ...  *Go Deeper & Specialize*  
              

~ FIRE ~ Page ~ PLAYFULNESS ~ 
       

Life is rarely as serious as we believe it to be, and when we recognize this fact, it 
responds by giving us more and more opportunities to play. The woman in this card 
is celebrating the joy of being alive, like a butterfly that has emerged from its 
chrysalis into the promise of the light. She reminds us of the time when we were 
children, discovering seashells on the beach or building castles in the sand without 
any concern that the waves might come and wash them away in the next moment. 
She knows that life is a game, and she's playing the part of a clown right now with 
no sense of embarrassment or pretense. When the Page of Fire enters your life, it is a 
sign that you are ready for the fresh and the new. Something wonderful is just on the 
horizon, and you have just the right quality of playful innocence and clarity to 
welcome it with open arms.  
    
           

 
9 ~ LAY OUT NOURISHMENT FOR THE CREATIVE LIFE ...   

*Contain, Nourish, Protect & Maintain*  
         

 

      

~ FIRE ~ 2 ~ POSSIBILITIES ~ 
       

The eagle has an overview of all the possibilities contained in the landscape below, 
as he flies freely, naturally and effortlessly through the sky. He is really in his 
domain, very grand and self-contained. This card indicates that you are at a point 
where a world of possibilities is open to you. Because you have grown more loving 
towards yourself, more self-contained, you can work easily with others. Because you 
are relaxed and at ease, you can recognize possibilities as they present themselves, 
sometimes even before others can see them. Because you are in tune with your own 
nature, you understand that existence is providing you with exactly what you need. 
Enjoy the flight!Celebrate all the varied wonders of the landscape spread before you. 
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10 ~ ADDITIONAL INSIGHT ...  *Bonus* 
    

      

~ 0 ~ The FOOL ~ 
       

Moment to moment, and with every step, the Fool leaves the past behind. He carries 
nothing more than his purity, innocence and trust, symbolized by the white rose in 
his hand. The pattern on his waistcoat contains the colors of all four elements of the 
tarot, indicating that he is in harmony with all that surrounds him. His intuition is 
functioning at its peak. At this moment the Fool has the support of the universe to 
make this jump into the unknown. Adventures await him in the river of life. The 
card indicates that if you trust your intuition right now, your feeling of the 'rightness' 
of things, you cannot go wrong. Your actions may appear 'foolish' to others, or even 
to yourself, if you try to analyze them with the rational mind. But the 'zero' place 
occupied by the Fool is the numberless number where trust and innocence are the 
guides, not skepticism and past experience.  
   

 
11 ~ ABOVE ... *Outer/External/Worldly/Others/Public*  
         

 

       

~ IV ~ The REBEL ~ 
       

The powerful and authoritative figure in this card is clearly the master of his own 
destiny. On his shoulder is an emblem of the sun, and the torch he holds in his right 
hand symbolizes the light of his own hard-won truth.  Whether he is wealthy or poor, 
the Rebel is really an emperor because he has broken the chains of society's 
repressive conditioning and opinions. He has formed himself by embracing all the 
colors of the rainbow, emerging from the dark and formless roots of his unconscious 
past and growing wings to fly into the sky. His very way of being is rebellious - not 
because he is fighting against anybody or anything, but because he has discovered 
his own true nature and is determined to live in accordance with it. The eagle is his 
spirit animal, a messenger between earth and sky. The Rebel challenges us to be 
courageous enough to take responsibility for who we are and to live our truth. 

 
 

12 ~ BELOW ... *Inner/Internal/Personal/Self/Private*        
    

      

~ WATER ~ 3 ~ CELEBRATION ~ 
       

These three women dancing in the wind and the rain remind us that celebration 
never need depend on outside circumstances. We need not wait for a special holiday 
or a formal occasion, nor a sunny and cloudless day. True celebration arises from a 
joy that is first experienced deep within, and spills over into an overflow of song and 
dance and laughter, and yes, even tears of gratitude. When you choose this card, it 
indicates that you are becoming more and more available and open to the many 
opportunities that are to celebrate in life, and to spread this by contagion to others. 
Don't bother about scheduling a party on your calendar. Let your hair down, take 
your shoes off, and start splashing in the puddles right now. The party is happening 
all around you every moment!  
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